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Abstract

T
the fermionic determinant for two-dimensional

i
QCD with massive fermions by means of Seeiey's technique: Apart

from a giuon-mass term this determinant contains a Wess-Zumj[

no anomaly term and a non-abeiian extension of the Sine-Gor-

don, (butt/)*

Key-words: Field theory; Two-dimensional models; Path Integral.
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Quantum field models in two space-time dimensions have

proven to be useful in order to investigate various phenome-

na which we believe may occur 1n more realistic theories.

Recently the interest in two-dimensional f ie ld theories

has been renewed, in particular for two-dimensional Q.C.D.

CQC02) C1*8}» The evaluation of the fermionic determinant,

which comes from path-integration over the fermionic varia-

bles, can be understood as a sort of path-integral version of

the bosonization techniques £93* This determinant has been

solved by several methods for the case of mass!ess QCD. £1,4,73.

However, with massive fermions i t was evaluated only for two-

dimensional QZD for the case of zero topological-charge'sec-

tor [ [8 ] ,

It is the purpose if this letter to show how we can eval-

uate the fermionic determinant for QCD2 with massive fermions.

The method used is as follows. Firstly we implement a chirai

change of variables. The corresponding jacobian is computed

by a method recently developed in ref. £33 and the remaining fermionic

determinant is evaluated by means of Seeley's asymptotic expansion C O '

le t us start by assuming the behavior of all f i leds to be

such that at Infinite i t is possible to compactify the space.

The generating functional for Euclidean QCD2 with massive fv^

mions 1$:

-J fatty-.JFJV* gauge fixing ttrmld*xl (1)j exp

where

0 - M * gf\ * m (2)
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and Xa are the generators of the colour group SU(2).

We choose the decoupling gauge £1

I . e j ^ (3)

where

V- A, (*)

Changing the ferraionic variables to:
, r ,,

we obtai i the following expression for the generating func-

tional in terms of the»e new variables n and n:

exp i-J[n(1? •me2Y**)n --JF2 +g.f.t.]d2x I (6)

where J 1s the jacobian associated with the transformation (S)

which gives the quantum content of this transformation for

tht generating functional*

Now» *:. urdcr to evaluate J, OH*, ^"siders an extended

transformation <?e per cent on a parameter r(O<r<1)j

(7)
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The finite transformation (5) will be achieved by successive

infinitesimal changes, as we vary r from 0 to 1. Following

the method described in ref. £3], we obtain:

- cosh(4«) ] (8)

where the first two traces are calculated for the colour and

Y-matrices indices, while in the last one this i s done only

for colour, and ; . . , . . . .
; • < - i ••

(9)

1
Substituting the value of the jacobian (8) in the genera-

ting functional (6) and integrating with respect to the new

fermionic variables, we obtain:

exp -|- Í J

Now, in order to compute the above determinant, we Intro-

duce a parameter r(0*,rjil) and the operator Dr given as [[23:

0r - n • rae*rf (11)

where f * Y 5 $ ; for r • 1 we obtain the operator under cons1de£
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ation. Differentiating Dr with respect to r we obtain:

J I D « 2(0,. -i*)f (12)
or r •

The determinant of Dr i s regulated by the proper time method:

S O D : (i3)
c

where e is an ultraviolet cutoff on the proper time integra-

tion. Differentiating (.13) with respect to r and using the

property (12) we obtain the following differential equation for

the determinant:
• #

^TrtnOj «4Trjf exp(-eDj)l -4iJ dsTr|jJfDr exp(-sDpl (14)
e

The second term does not give contribution since the fields

under consideration have trivial topology. For the first ten»

Seeley |~10] has shown that there 1s an asymptotic small e

expansion for the diagonal part of the exponential. If we

consider operators of the form:

0 — D p D
p • X (15)

where D p 1$ a covariant derivative and X 1$ a matrix valued

function we have C12D:

<x!exp(-eD)|x> —> * «viCi +eX 4 0(e*) ] (16)
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where d is the dimensionality of space-time.

Now, calculating Dj, with Df given in (11), substituting

the asymptotic sraall expansion (16) in the differential equ£

tion (14), using the well known properties of traces of Y-«a-

trices and integrating with respect to r we obtain:

-Tr*n(1?+m) * -$i Jd2xTr(l -cosh4«) (17)

Substituting this result (17) in (10) we get for the genera-

ting functional cf QCD2 with massive fermions:

r Í ( r * 2 r> mz
Z-jflA exp-j-Jd2xj|^Tr(^) ^ I drTr(Ar*r*Y5) + f^rtf -cosh4$) -

l o
-^F2 + g.f.t.] I (18)

The first and second terms are known (32,43 to be the non-a-

belian extension of the Schwinger's mechanism and the two?d^

mensional analogue of the Wess-Zumino functional 0 3 3 respec

tively. The third term is the non-ableian extension of the sine-Gor-

don, obtained in two-dimensional QED by bosonization techni-

ques £93 t provided that we continue, to Minkowski space once

one have been working In Euclidean space.
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